
BELLS & MOTLEY

What are they?  How do they work? Do people still play them?
Children are eager to discover the stories and secrets behind
some of the most rare, mysterious, and magical musical
instruments of history. How were they invented? How do
they work? Hear the tales that are told about the person who
was said to be the first player of the bagpipes in ancient
Rome. Discover why stories claim that fiddles have magical
powers. What is the tallest stringed instrument ever
invented, over 6 feet tall? Are there actually wind
instruments that you don't blow into? Can a harp ever play
itself? What happens when you touch it? Children will be
invited to try the harp to find out for themselves!
Bells & Motley have discovered that young children (as well
as adults) are enthralled by the unusual sounds and stories
behind their unique collection of historic instruments,
including rommelpot, hurdy gurdy, early bagpipes, harp,
hand-made fiddles, and tromba marina. Audiences are
especially excited to hear that the Bromkas, in addition to
being musicians, historians, and veteran storytellers, are also
expert instrument builders with wonderful stories to share.
An unforgettable interactive enrichment experience!

THE HURDY GURDY CHILDREN’S CONCERT:
HISTORIC INSTRUMENTS TO TREASURE!
The artists’ extensive early instrument collection features a joyous diversity of
historic Medieval, Renaissance, & traditional instruments. Playing upon the
intriguing and rare historic hurdy gurdy to enrich our  theme and setting, we are
pleased to accompany our  performance journey with an early music mini-concert
specially designed for children, highlighting a diverse collection of early
instruments of  all shapes, sizes, and materials.  Imaginations are courted with the
mysterious and evocative sounds.  As you enjoy this exploration of historic
instruments from bagpipes to “whittle and dub” you will marvel at the wonderful
ways human kind has used wood, animal horn, reed, leather, and ingenuity to
invent instruments that create a rainbow of musical sounds.

These two complementary programs unite perfectly to appeal to all the senses, a
memorable and meaningful treasure for the eyes, ears, and imagination!

Historic /Traditional
Storytelling, Music, Musical
Instruments, Folkways

Arts Disciplines 

•Schools may wish to explore
our related curriculum- oriented
program “Music, World
Instruments, & the Science of
Sound”  (also available for public
libraries). See website for info.

•Home-made instrument
building workshops available for
stringed instruments like harps,
dulcimers, wind instruments like
bamboo flutes, and “found
object inventions.”

Related Programs

Libraries, Schools, Festivals,
Concert & Performing Arts
Series, Children’s  & Family
Storytelling Series
An exceptional audience-
building offering for Classical
Music Concert Series. to bring
new audiences and generations to
a love and appreciation for historic
music and instruments.

An ideal public audience combines
all ages for intergenerational
enjoyment & appreciation.

Audiences & Venues

Olden Music, Dance, & Storytelling

Helpful Information
•For library audiences, children
seated on the floor up close to
the performers creates an
intimate, inclusive atmosphere
with hands-on access that young
children appreciate.

•We require natural acoustics
and intimate audiences for
hands-on interaction.
Concert-demo format also
alvailable for larger groups.

•Program length:
generally run about one hour.
(Can alsobe longer or shorter.)
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    “...The show was wonderful, the music beautiful, children were fascinated
with the different instruments...[Bells & Motley] had a sweet manner with
the children, and soon had them all crowded around them.  I highly
recommend them for library programs for adults and children of all ages.”
                   -Rebecca Lynn, Monroe Free  Library, Monroe, NY
     “...I could tell by watching how much our Kindergarten, 1st, & 2nd
graders enjoyed your musical instruments presentation...You kept them
spellbound. I have had several requests here in the library for books on
medieval instruments.One of my students is very interested in finding a book
that will help him make his own reeds!  When I have students come to the
library after a performance  for information on what they have heard, I
know I have been successful  in giving them both an entertaining  and
educational experience.”
                           -Leslie McGraw, Afton Elementary School Library

Participatory Family
Storytelling/Music

Performance

“MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MYSTERIES:
HURDY-GURDIES, BAGPIPES, & ROMMELPOTS”


